Background: To understand the dynamic behavior of cellular systems, mathematical modeling is often necessary and comprises three steps: (1) experimental measurement of participating molecules, (2) assignment of rate laws to each reaction, and (3) parameter calibration with respect to the measurements. In each of these steps the modeler is confronted with a plethora of alternative approaches, e. g., the selection of approximative rate laws in step two as specific equations are often unknown, or the choice of an estimation procedure with its specific settings in step three. This overall process with its numerous choices and the mutual influence between them makes it hard to single out the best modeling approach for a given problem.
Background
The metabolism of whole cells can be described as a network of metabolites and reactions interconverting these metabolites. To understand cellular systems, dynamic modeling of cellular processes has become an important task in systems biology [1] [2] [3] [4] . Dynamic models describe the whole system and the state of each reacting species therein in a time-dependent manner [2] . Once such a model is constructed, several network properties can be derived, for instance stability, robustness, or the long-term behavior [5] . Furthermore, a well developed model provides a basis for predictions under different perturbations or varied environmental circumstances and can be applied to enhance the yield of desired metabolic products like certain amino acids [3] .
To set up such models, appropriate rate laws have to be assigned to each reaction within the network. From these, a differential equation system that characterizes the rates of change of each reactant can be derived. However, setting up model equations is a difficult task. For many larger networks available in databases like KEGG [6, 7] or METACYC [8] the reaction mechanism remains unknown. In many cases, reliable rate equations for the reactions are not known because these actually have to be derived for each catalyzing enzyme individually [9] . It is therefore a common approach to apply approximative rate laws, which characterize the most important features of the reaction rate. Many rate laws, which are either continuous or discrete, and either deterministic or stochastic [2] , have been proposed for this purpose. Several examples of each group exist such as probabilistic [10, 11] , phenomenological [5, [12] [13] [14] [15] , or semi-mechanistic approaches [5, 16] .
A second problem arises whenever a dynamic model of biochemical systems is created, because any such model contains a certain number of parameters like the reaction rates, Michaelis constants or the limiting rate as well as constants describing the influence of certain inhibitors [17] [18] [19] or, in stochastic systems, the reaction propensity [20] . Except for phenomenological models like power law approximations [21] , linlog [12, 22] , or loglin kinetics [13, 23] , the parameter values can often be measured. However, this procedure is time-consuming, expensive, and often impractical. Online databases like the Brunswick Enzyme Database (BRENDA) [24] [25] [26] provide measured parameter values for many enzymes, but variations in the experimental settings, under which these and the time series measurements for the system under study were obtained, limit the applicability of these values for modeling purposes. In addition, it was observed that there are differences between parameters measured in vivo and in vitro [ [27] , p. 461]. The application of computational methods to optimize model parameters regarding the fit error has therefore become an important task in the model identification process [28] [29] [30] [31] . In this connection, the optimizer tries to minimize the distance between measured values or values created in silico and the simulated time course for each reacting species by varying the model parameters. The smaller this distance is, the higher is the quality of a possible solution for one parameter set. This quality measure is often called the "fitness" of the parameter set. As an exhaustive search for the best solution is computationally not possible, heuristic optimization methods try to find the global optimum of the system. Usually, metabolic systems are analytically hard or infeasible to solve. Often those systems are nonconvex or multimodal, i. e., contain numerous local optima, and the gradient cannot be computed easily. Biologically inspired optimization procedures like Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are known to handle even highly nonlinear optimization problems [32] [33] [34] . Many such optimization algorithms are freely available in several software packages [35] [36] [37] [38] or included in commercial toolboxes [39] .
During the last few decades, manifold derivatives of EAs have been proposed. Each of them has certain advantages and is therefore more or less appropriate for a special problem. Their development was driven by analogies to natural phenomena such as Darwinian evolution (genetic algorithm [40] , evolution strategy [41] , differential evolution [42] ), hill climbing [43] , the formation of crystal structures in metallurgy (simulated annealing [44] ), or the swarm intelligence idea (particle swarm optimization [45, 46] ). Each one of these optimization procedures provides several settings that influence its performance; for instance, the temperature in simulated annealing, the crossover probability in genetic algorithms, or the population size in particle swarm optimization. For a detailled introduction to all heuristic optimization procedures used in this work [see Additional file 1] .
In several studies, heuristic optimization procedures like EAs have been applied successfully to biochemical systems after these have been translated into sets of differential equations [32] [33] [34] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Most of the time standard settings for the optimization procedures are used. An analysis of these settings does, in fact, enable enhancement of the performance of the optimization process [33, 47, 48] . In many cases, a lack of time prevents researchers from systematically benchmarking these settings. In order to improve the model quality, however, this would be necessary. The resulting model systems, including the identified parameters, are often used to derive network properties like the long-term behavior or to perform steadystate analyses [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] of the system, but only in few cases detailed and specially derived rate laws could be applied to deduce a model system [49, 50] . Many studies are available, in which a single type of approximative rate equation is applied to set up a modelin many cases without a comparison with alternative approaches. Guthke et al. modeled the amino acid metabolism of primary human liver cells using a phenomenological approach [51, 53] whereas Liu and Wang used S-systems [21, 54, 55] for their biochemical models [56] . Magnus et al. applied linlog kinetics [12, 22] to model the valine and leucine metabolism in C. glutamicum [52] .
Very few studies compare alternative modeling approaches to investigate their applicability for the specific problem [9, 34] . While Spieth et al. studied whether in silico time series data generated with certain model systems can be reproduced crosswise with other ones [34] , Bulik et al. analyzed properties like stability when detailed kinetic equations within a system are replaced by approximative ones [9] .
An investigation of both, alternative modeling approaches together with a systematical benchmark of the settings of optimization procedures, was rarely done. The disposability of software tools, which assign rate equations more or less automatically [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] , requires the user to be especially aware of the properties of different modeling approaches and the possible quality that can be achieved with a certain type of kinetic models. Since automatically created models have already been published [62] , and attempts have been made to scale up this modeling process to derive even genomescale kinetic models automatically [63] , these properties are of paramount importance. Summarizing, to construct a mathematical description of a biochemical reaction system the modeler has to consider at least two central questions:
1. Which rate laws are the most appropriate ones for the specific purpose? 2. Which optimization procedure performs best on the problem class of parameter inference?
Once a model has been created, the choice of initial conditions represents a further important question for an appropriate simulation of the model. Fundamentally, the system can be written as an initial value problem, sometimes referred to as a single-shoot approach [30] , or as a multiple-shooting problem [31, 64] . Here, a singleshoot strategy is employed using the steady-state concentrations of the participating metabolites as initial values.
This work addresses both questions and tries to identify an optimal model for a well-studied example network: the metabolism of L-valine (Val) and L-leucine (Leu) in Corynebacterium glutamicum, an aerobic gram-positive bacterium which is used to produce about two million tons of amino acids per year [65] . For this reaction network (see Figure 1 and Table 1 ) we construct seven 
Figure 1
Process diagram of the biosynthesis of valine and leucine in C. glutamicum. The pathway shown here is constructed using the information from both the KEGG and the METACYC databases. Metabolites outside the cell are not directly included in the model system. As 2-ketoisovalerate (KIV) is the starting point for both products, its production and degradation are highly regulated. For this purpose four feedback inhibitions control the reactions linked to this intermediate. Val and Leu can be transported out of the cell when not needed thereby competing for a free binding site in the transporting enzyme. Note that enzymes are omitted from this process diagram for the sake of a clear arrangement of the participating species. alternative systems of differential equations based on four rate laws. These are the generalized mass action rate law [5] , Michaelis-Menten equation, and convenience kinetics [16] as well as the stochastic Langevin equation [10, 11] . To evaluate the influence of irreversible reactions, we construct two models for each deterministic rate law: one in which all reactions are considered reversible and a second one in which only two reactions are considered reversible. In a two-step benchmark we systematically examine eight optimization algorithms to estimate the parameters of all models. In a coarsegrained trial all algorithms are applied to all model systems with standard settings. In the fine-grained benchmark, alternative settings of the algorithms are evaluated to improve their optimization performance on the best models. We focus on nature-inspired heuristic optimization procedures [see Additional file 1], namely, Hill Climber (HC), Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Evolution Strategy (ES), Differential Evolution (DE), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and Tribes. A random (Monte Carlo) optimization serves as a general reference algorithm.
Results and discussion
Mathematical models Figure 1 shows the biosynthesis of Val and Leu in C. glutamicum, starting with pyruvate (Pyr). The reactions of this pathway are summarized in Table 1 . In R 3 , one substrate (DHIV) turns into one product (KIV) when neglecting the influence of the second product, water, which is plentiful in the cell. Therefore, we can apply a Michaelis-Menten equation to model the kinetics of this reaction. The transport of Val and Leu through the cell wall (R 6 and R 10 ) has exactly one substrate and one product and can, therefore, also be modeled using the Michaelis-Menten approach. All other reactions in the network cannot be modeled using this classical approach because multiple substrate or product molecules are involved. Therefore, approximative rate laws can be applied to these reactions. Here we employ one stochastic and three deterministic rate equations. Approximative rate laws can be used for the three reactions with a Michaelis-Menten mechanism as well.
The reversibility of the reactions constitutes another important question to be solved before modeling. As transport through the cell wall removes both products from the cellular system, we assume that there is no reverse reaction (an uptake of Val or Leu) and, hence, consider both reactions irreversible. The two reactions R 2 and R 9 are reversible [6] [7] [8] 52] . We let the optimization procedure "decide" if the remaining reactions should be modeled in a reversible or irreversible way. To this end, we construct one "reversible" and one "irreversible" alternative model for each rate law, keeping only the two known reactions R 2 and R 9 reversible.
In this way we derive the following seven models based on four approaches for the reaction velocity on this pathway. Details and the formulas can be found in Methods and [see Additional file 2].
GMAKr Pure generalized mass action kinetics, in which all reactions apart from R 6 and R 10 are modeled reversibly, with 24 parameters.
GMAKi Pure generalized mass action kinetics, in which only the two reactions R 2 and R 9 are considered reversible, with 18 parameters.
GMMr Like GMAKr but with three Michaelis-Menten equations for reactions R 3 , R 6 and R 10 . This model contains 31 parameters. In the GMAKr model the influences of all enzymes are neglected and hidden in the rate constants, which is an oversimplification of the biochemical process. The model comes closer to the biochemical process when inserting Michaelis-Menten equations for the three reactions R 3 , R 6 , and R 10 .
GMMi Like GMMr but with only two reversible reactions R 2 and R 9 , leading to 24 parameters.
CKMMr Convenience kinetics with three Michaelis-Menten equations as in GMMr. All reactions apart from R 6 and R 10 are considered reversible leading to 59 parameters. The convenience rate law is also an approximation of the biochemical process. Therefore, we do not construct a pure convenience kinetics model of the whole system but apply Michaelis-Menten kinetics whenever this is possible (R 3 , R 6 and R 10 ). The reactions in KEGG are lumped together resulting in this reaction scheme which is in accordance with METACYC except for the question of irreversibility, and apart from R 2 and R 9 , which are reversible.
CKMMi Convenience kinetics with three Michaelis-Menten equations as in model GMMi, in which only the two reactions R 2 and R 9 are considered reversible, with 41 parameters.
LANG To demonstrate the possibility of large-scale parameter optimization, even for stochastic models, and to model the effects of random fluctuations in the metabolite concentrations, we consider a stochastic description as well. Based on the Langevin equation, this system contains 24 parameters.
In a glucose stimulus-response experiment 47 measurements are taken for 13 metabolites on this pathway (for details see Methods). The parameters of all models are calibrated with regard to these data.
Fine-tuned optimization algorithms and models
In the next step the parameters of all seven mathematical models have to be estimated. In this process the relative distance between simulated model data and experimental data serves as a quality measure (fitness) of an estimated parameter set. Note that the error between the measurements and the model simulation is to be minimized, so the quality of the solutions increases with decreasing error values. A random optimization (Monte Carlo search) of the models ( Figure 2 ) yields relative differences between measurements and model systems that are at least three times higher than the difference between the measurements and uncoupled cubic approximation splines. Therefore, we apply the nature-inspired heuristic optimization procedures HC, SA, GA, ES, DE, PSO, and Tribes to all seven models with standard settings ( Table 2 ; details in Methods section). Apart from only some minor exceptions for the two irreversible models, five algorithms turn out to be especially useful ( Figure 3 and Table 3 ). These are the binary-valued Genetic Algorithm (binGA), Evolution Strategy with covariance matrix adaptation [66] (cmaES) with elitism (plus strategy), PSO, DE, and Tribes. The performance of the lattermost procedure cannot be further improved as this algorithm is a settings-free derivative of PSO. Hence, we study the influences of various settings on the capabilities of the other four procedures aiming to improve the fit of the model to the data for each deterministic model.
Due to the generally better performance of the three reversible models, we examine alternative settings for the optimization procedures only for these models and subsequently apply the best setting found to each alternative irreversible model. The most promising settings are used to optimize the stochastic model as well.
Taking a closer look at the effects of alternative mutation and crossover operators on binGA and ES ( Figure 4 ) reveals GMAKr GMAKi GMMr GMMi CKMMr CKMMi 100 200 300 400 500 600
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Figure 2
Parameter identification using random optimization. The Monte Carlo method constitutes the simplest way to optimize the parameters within a model. Thereby this method "dices" a random solution within the search space and logs the best solution found. This procedure is repeated twenty times in fifty multi-starts using 100,000 evaluations. The more complex the model the better is the solution found by the Monte Carlo method (RSE 66.920 for the CKMMi model), but still this method cannot approach the quality of independently generated splines (RSE 19.670). that the more detailed CKMMr model can be fitted to the data with almost any combination of both operators, whereas the other two reversible models show larger differences. BinGA especially provides good performance with almost every operator combination. The only two exceptions are no mutation combined with one-or n-point crossover. The influence of these operators on ES is much stronger and more problem-specific. Some settings improve the performance of ES, but most result in significantly worse fitness values. In contrast to binGA, for which the combination of adaptive mutation with one-point or bitwise crossover or adaptive mutation without crossover provides an improved average performance, the plots in Figure 4 (d) through Figure 4 (f) do not show such a general trend for ES. Thus, we evaluate the influence of the mutation and crossover probabilities p m and p c on only binGA to identify the best ratio. The plot of the resulting fitness landscape for the GMAKr model was limited to a fitness of 28 ( Figure 5(a) ). Hence, areas with a worse performance are shown in white. The best combination p m = 0.2 with p c = 1.0 is the starting point for investigating the influence of different population sizes. We vary the population sizes from 50 to 2,000 ( Figure 5(b) ). The larger the population, the smaller is the variance within this population. However, if the population is too large, this variance increases again. Although a larger population leads to smaller variances, statistically, it does not help to find a better total solution for the optimization problem.
Due to the fact that cmaESplus leads to reasonable results on each model and also that there is no general trend for alternative combinations of other mutation and crossover operators, we pick the CKMMr model to examine the influence of population size (μ + l). The value of μ represents the number of parents in the population from which, in each generation, l offsprings are created. Figure 6 depicts the resulting fitness landscape. Combinations of μ and l with μ > l are left out and occur as a white 
Figure 3
Comparison of the standard optimization algorithms applied to each deterministic model. Five algorithms show outstanding results on the reversible models. These are binGA, cmaESplus, DE, PSO, and Tribes. On the irreversible models, binGA does not yield such good average results, but is still capable of finding good local optima. For these models, cmaESplus and Tribes also find pre-eminent results, whereas PSO and DE are among the best algorithms, except for the GMM models. The real-valued GA performs worst in all cases. The hill climbers show differences in their effectiveness when invoked with various numbers of multi-starts but cannot compete with the other algorithms. The term "fitness" is used to define a quality measure of possible solutions, which is minimized.
area within the landscape. Larger population sizes lead to better average fitness values. ES achieves its best average and total performance for (25 + 125). The combination (50 + 75) leads to only a slightly worse average and total fitness. These two settings clearly outperform all other combinations. By varying the values for F, l, and CR we test how to improve the performance of DE on each reversible model. Generally, the choice of F = 0.8 leads to a better performance than F = 0.5 ( Figure 7 ). The influence of the remaining two parameters is less clear. Hence, we pick the best setting for each model and evaluate the influence of different population sizes ( Figure 8 ). A population with 100 individuals performs best on each model according to the median.
To hone the performance of PSO we alter both strategy parameters j 1 and j 2 on the star topology and apply a grid 3 and linear 3 topology using the standard values for j 1 and j 2 (Figure 9 ). On the three reversible models the grid 3 topology performs slightly better than all other settings. Hence, we test how an alternative population size influences its capacity. Figure 10 depicts the results of this experiment where we vary the size of the population in the intervall from 25 to 500. A larger size lowers the quality and a small population of 25 individuals is confirmed to be the best choice.
Comparison of the performance of the optimization algorithms
An overview of the most successful optimization algorithms together with their best suited settings can be found in Table 4 . Tribes is not the very best optimization algorithm but yields meaningful results for all models. As a settings-free procedure, Tribes is a good choice if there is no time to examine alternative adjustments. The standard PSO algorithm yields the best median fitness for the CKMMr model with 21.687. On the GMAKr model, DE with F = 0.8, l = 0.5, and CR = 0.3, and a population size of 100 gives the best median fitness of 20.369 for this model. This is almost 0.9 better than standard PSO. DE yields a median fitness of 22.196 on the CKMMr model when set to F = 0.8, l = 0.5, CR = 0.5, and a population size of 100. Both algorithms also perform well on the GMMr and the Langevin model (in total, average, and median). Hence, they are an advisable choice when optimizing the parameters of various mathematical models of biological systems.
Comparison of the modeling approaches Figure 11 depicts the measurement data together with the best simulation results of each reversible deterministic and the Langevin model. To evaluate which model is the most promising one we consider the following three criteria: 
Figure 4
Benchmark of various combinations of mutation and crossover operators. The six box plots depict the dependency of fitness on a multitude of combinations of mutation and crossover operators available for binGA (a-c) and ES (d-f). All plots are limited to a fitness of 60. The more detailed the model the better the overall fitness that can be obtained. For binGA almost all combinations of mutation and crossover operators yield good fitness values. The only two exceptions are no mutation with one-or n-point crossover, which shows the worst fitness on all three models. The ES is more sensitive to alternative combinations of mutation and crossover operators. The abbreviations cma, correlat., no mutat., and 1/5 success stand for covariance matrix adaptation, correlated, and no mutation and for the 1/5 th success rule. The elaborated comparison shows that some settings of the ES lead to equally good or even better results than that of binGA. However, most ES-settings cannot compete with the fitness values found for most binGA settings. Optimizing the settings for binGA on the reversible GMAK model. The best combination of mutation and crossover operators for binGA on the reversible GMAK model is adaptive mutation and bit-simulated crossover. For this pair the influence of the mutation and crossover probabilities p m and p c is examined and plotted in (a). Each experiment is repeated 20 times. The combination p m = 0.2 and p c = 1.0 improved the average fitness most successfully. Figure 5 (b) depicts the impact of the population size for this setting. The variance decreases with an increasing population size and reaches its minimum at 1,000. However, the best single result cannot be surpassed. Influence of the population size on the performance of cmaESplus for the reversible CKMM model. The Evolution Strategy with covariance matrix adaption and elitism is one of the most promising optimization strategies among the standard algorithms. Here, we examine whether its capabilities can be improved by another choice of the parameters (μ + l). All experiments are repeated 20 times. The fitness landscape shows a minimum in the average values at (50 + 75) . In order to take the effects of random fluctuations into account, one has to use stochastic models of the chemical reaction system. However, the most general approach, the chemical master equation [67] , can hardly be solved numerically for larger systems [20] . Taking the number of parameters (criterion 2) and the computational costs (criterion 3) into account, the Langevin model is the most suitable formalism to consider the effects of random fluctuations while still providing an acceptable performance. Since the model can be stated in a way that allows it to be integrated with standard solvers for ordinary differential equations, the computational costs are of the same order of magnitude as the solution of the GMAKr model. However, care must be taken with respect to justification of the underlying simplifying assumptions [10] . The stochastic model equations of the biological system under consideration show no qualitatively different behavior in comparison to the deterministic model. The main reasons for this observation are found in the rather large molecule (c) CKMMr Comparison of a multitude of settings for differential evolution on the three reversible models. The settings of DE are studied on the reversible models. All plots suggest that the choice F = 0.8 is more appropriate than F = 0.5, whereas CR and l influence the results less clearly. Influence of various population sizes on the performance of differential evolution. The settings F = 0.8, l = 0.5, and CR = 0.3 are found to be most suitable for the GMAKr and GMMr model, whereas CR = 0.9 performs slightly better on the CKMMr model. Using these settings, the influence on the population size is studied. The boxplots suggest that a population size of 100 yields the best median results over 20 repeats. populations and the absence of points of instability in the allowed phase-space region.
Parameter space analysis
Once a model has been optimized several times and locally optimal parameter sets for the model are available, an analysis of the space of potential solutions becomes possible. This allows deducing characteristics of the solution space aiming to reduce the model complexity and enhance the optimization performance. If, for instance, two parameters show a linear dependency or correlation to each other, one of these can be removed from the model. Another interesting experiment would be to determine new ranges for each parameter. This can be done if a certain parameter varies only in a very small range compared to its maximal possible range.
For each of the three models, GMAKr, GMMr, and CKMMr, we gather all parameter values from all optimization runs that lead to a fitness less than 25.
In this way, we obtain one parameter matrix for each model, in which each column corresponds to one optimization run and each row stands for one parameter. We conduct three analyses on the best parameters on each reversible model (see Methods):
1. Clustering to identify groups of similar ranges or almost constant values and to visualize the values of each parameter. Influence of the settings on particle swarm optimization. Besides the standard star topology, a grid 3 and a linear 3 topology is tested on the three reversible models with j 1 = j 2 = 2.05. Furthermore, the alternative setting j 1 = 2.8 and j 2 = 1.3 is applied to the star topology. The grid topology performs best according to the median for the GMAKr and the CKMMr models, but is slightly worse than the linear topology on the GMMr model. All experiments are repeated 20 times. Clustering groups similar parameters and similar optimization runs together. First, all parameters are reordered so that within the parameter vector all parameters with similar values over all optimization runs are placed next to each other. In the second step, all parameter vectors from every optimization run are swapped so that similar parameter vectors are located next to each other. Figure  12 graphically displays the results of the clustering approach (1). The heatmaps show all parameters on the y-axis and all optimization runs on the x-axis. The lighter the color, the lighter the value e of the parameter in the respective optimization run, with black representing values close to zero. As can be seen, there is a very flat hierarchy so there are no groups of parameters showing a similarity, but there are many parameters which are similar to their neighbor. A similar flat hierarchy can also be seen for the optimization runs. There is almost no relationship between the values of the parameters with respect to the experiments. This means that each parameter was optimized independently by the analyzed procedures. Some parameters show stripes within the heatmap of Figure 12 . Stripes like these mean that the corresponding parameter barely varies in its value over all experiments. Note that these more or less constant parameters do not occur within the same cluster. All parameters of this type can either be replaced by their median thus reducing the complexity of the system, or the ranges of these parameters can be set to more restrictive values. However, the experiments are broken into two groups in all three models: The first group shows homogeneously distributed parameter values whereas the second one contains more differences. The level of differences in the second group rises with the complexity of the model.
These results are confirmed by the variance analysis (2), whose results are shown in Figure 13 . As can be seen, the higher the dimension of the optimization problem, i. e., the more complex the model is, the higher are the variances among the parameter set. This indicates that all parameters in the CKMMr model are allowed to vary within a rather large range. Such behavior is often referred to as a multimodal optimization problem. In contrast, the less complex models, GMAKr and GMMr, showed several dimensions of almost no variance. This corresponds to the observation made from the heatmaps that certain parameter values can vary only within a small range of values or even stay constant over multiple optimizations. Thus, the probability of finding multiple local optima increases with the model complexity. Particularly, all parameters which represent the impact of inhibitors exhibit noticeably large variances. The biological interpretation of this is that variations in strength and concrete mechanism of inhibition in one reaction can be balanced in terms of other reactions because this pathway contains four feedback inhibition mechanisms for this purpose (structural robustness).
In order to identify linear dependencies between model parameters, we perform a multiple correlation analysis (3). For maximum generality, each parameter is assumed to possibly correlate with all other parameters of the system. Several highly correlated parameters are found in each model system. The correlation results are shown in Figure 14 . All highly correlated parameters found exhibited significant variances as can be seen in Table 5 and Figure 13 . We select a subset of parameters to be 
Figure 11
The best fit of all reversible deterministic and the Langevin models. Shown are the Langevin model, the measurements, and all reversible deterministic models. For a better visualization, splines are added to the data as well to help imagin how a perfect model curve would look. However, as can be seen, biological measurement data always shows fluctuations. The splines shown here are uncoupled, one individual spline for each metabolite. Thus, there is no underlying biological model motivating these curves. The irreversible models mostly result in straight lines through the data and are hence biologically implausible. For the sake of a clearer recognition of the reversible models, we omit these curves from the plot, [see Additional file 2] for the irreversible models.
Figure 12
Clustering of the best parameter values of all reversible models. A cluster analysis is carried out on all parameter values that have a fitness of less than 25. Each row of the above heatmaps corresponds to one parameter of the respective model and each column gives one parameter set that has been obtained in one of the optimization runs. The cluster algorithm swaps rows and columns to group similar parameters and parameter sets next to each other. This procedure leads to stripes from the left to the right, meaning that many parameters are often set to similar values in all optimization runs. If there were rectangular blocks within the heatmaps, this would mean that some parameters are correlated, thus showing a similar behavior, but because this is not the case, all parameters are distinct from each other, which can also be seen from the flat dendrograms at the side of each heatmap. Also, the dark-colored figures show that most parameters are set to low values because zero corresponds to black. The lighter the color the higher the value. used because it is the the best-performing procedure in our benchmark. The results are shown in Table 5 . The parameter reduction induced only a small loss of performance in each model, indicating that the original number of parameters does not reflect the true degrees of freedom of the system.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to identify both the most suitable modeling approach and the best-performing optimization algorithm to calibrate the parameters contained in metabolic network models. To this end, we constructed one probabilistic and six deterministic mathematical descriptions of valine and leucine biosynthesis in C. glutamicum. The parameters of each model were optimized with respect to in vivo measurements for the reacting species within the system. In this way we compared eight optimization procedures. We systematically benchmarked both the algorithms and the alternative models to highlight their advantages and drawbacks. In the following paragraphs, we draw several conclusions from the comparison of these seven variants of a realistic reaction system, and we assume them to hold for similar systems.
Thus, if no prior knowledge about a comparable metabolic system is available, our results can serve as a starting point for model construction and calibration.
Let us consider the capabilities of the modeling approaches in more detail, when taking into account the ability to approximate measured data, the hybrid model for the reversible system based on convenience rate laws and Michaelis-Menten equations (CKMMr) has the best performance. At the same time, this is the most complex model with respect to the number of parameters and computational costs for each simulation. The acceptable parameter values for this model, found by multiple optimization runs, varied over several orders of magnitude. This corresponds to the fact that the optimization problem shows a large number of local optima, which is often referred to as multimodal behavior. Furthermore, this model is integrable with parameter values selected by chance from an almost arbitrarily wide range. This means that no preliminary data analysis in enzyme databases is required to obtain an integrable start population for the CKMMr model.
On the other hand, a simplified deterministic description of the reaction system based on the generalized 
Figure 14
The correlation among the parameters in all reversible models. Each heat map shows to which extent each parameter is correlated with all other ones. The main diagonal shows the self correlation, which equals one. The correlation was computed using a multiple correlation analysis based on the Pearson correlation coefficient. If two parameters are highly correlated, one of both can be replaced by the other one hence reducing the system's dimensionality. 
GMMr
mass action rate law (GMAKr) yields good performance as well. Its advantage over the CKMMr model is its small number of parameters. Its major disadvantage is the strong tendency to become non-integrable when selecting parameter values by chance from a larger range. A restriction of the parameter space is required to ensure numerical stability when integrating metabolic network models. Some of the parameters showed almost no variance among the results of multiple optimization runs.
For models of biochemical systems with low metabolic concentrations or systems operating close to the point of instability, stochastic effects should be considered. Generally, simulating large stochastic models is computationally not feasible. The Langevin approach is a simplified stochastic description which facilitates taking these effects into account at acceptable computational costs. For the specific biochemical example network considered in this study, the stochastic effects are negligible as the behavior of the Langevin model is similar to the GMAKr model due to the rather large molecular populations. However, the benchmark showed that this approach is suitable for large-scale parameter optimization and model inference.
Modeling certain reactions in a non-reversible way as was done in all remaining models leads to a significantly worse ability to fit the measured data. We conclude that possible side effects are compensated by means of the reverse reaction. When modeling multi-enzyme systems all reactions should be treated reversibly, unless there is significant biological evidence to introduce irreversible rate laws. If neither the kinetic equations nor meaningful ranges of the parameter space are known, the model should be constructed using convenience kinetics. If the parameter space can be restricted using prior knowledge and the number of parameters matters, a model based on generalized mass-action rate laws constitutes an appropriate choice.
The second aim of this study is to identify the bestperforming optimization algorithm for parameter estimation. The ability to find good local optima for the parameter values is the first quality measure for the algorithms. All five evolutionary algorithms tested yielded reasonable performance. From a user perspective, these algorithms differ in the number of settings which influence their behavior and are therefore more or less easy to apply. Hence, the effort to find a good configuration for an algorithm constitutes the second criterion of quality. The Tribes algorithm was among the best-performing algorithms in our benchmarks. As a settings-free optimization procedure, it is the most userfriendly method. However, other algorithms are able to yield even better results after fine-tuning. Particularly, DE and PSO provided the best performance while keeping the effort necessary for their fine-tuning within reasonable limits. ES and binGA are also able to identify valuable local optima for all systems but require examining a large number of well-established alternative operators for their crossover and mutation steps.
For first optimization attempts, the easy to use Tribes algorithm is a good choice. With slightly more effort, the user can adjust the algorithms PSO and DE to yield even better results. Combined with the convenience kinetics modeling approach, these algorithms provide a suitable choice to model unknown systems of metabolic reactions.
Methods
The biochemical example network Figure 1 illustrates the biosynthesis of Val and Leu in a process diagram [68, 69] according to the METACYC [8] and KEGG [6, 7] databases. The pathway starts with pyruvate (Pyr), from which Val and Leu are produced. Both products are used for biomass production or can be transported out of the cell if not needed. It is important to note that this pathway is regulated by both products in six feedback inhibition mechanisms. The transport of Leu and Val across the cell wall is actually performed by the same enzyme, so that both substrates compete with each other. However, for modeling purposes two distinct reactions are necessary in which the competition is included as inhibition. Some reactions are lumped together (Table 1) as suggested by Magnus et al. [52] .
Since the reaction 2 IPM) ⇌ 3 IPM is fast, it is assumed to be in equilibrium. This and the two following reactions 3 IPM + NAD + 2 I 3 OS + NADH 2 as well as (2S)-2-isopropyl-3-oxosuccinate (2 I 3 OS) 2-ketoisocaproate (KIC) +CO 2 that only depend on the concentration of 2 IPM are lumped together, introducing the symbol IPM for both derivatives.
Glucose stimulus-response experiment After a 10 min starvation period, a glucose pulse was added to the culture medium increasing the glucose concentration from 0 to 3.5 g/l. This glucose stepfunction induced a dynamic response from the metabolic intermediates linked to this central nutrient. Over a time span of 25 s, beginning 4 s before the glucose pulse, 47 samples were taken for 13 metabolites on the pathway starting at the state of Pyr, which is generated during phosphotransferase system-mediated glucose uptake and is also the final product of glycolysis. Immediate quenching and cooling with methanol to -30°C prevented the metabolites from further reactions. Mass spectrometry (HPLC MS/MS) was used to quantify the metabolite concentrations in the probes. For details of this experiment we refer to Magnus et al. [52] . For technical reasons, NADH 2 and NADPH 2 as well as acetylCoA and CoA could not be measured with a high degree of exactness. Thus, Magnus et al. [52] suggested taking into account that both couples, NAD + and NADH 2 as well as NADP + and NADPH 2 , follow a conservation relation so that the total amount of both coupled metabolites remains constant during the 25 s of interest. Thus, NADH 2 = 0.8 mM -[NAD + ] and [NADPH 2 ] = 0.04 mM -[NADP + ]. We assume a constant pool of the other two central metabolites that does not vary over the considered time span. The steady-state concentrations ( Table 6 ) of the seven metabolites to be simulated serve as initial values for the models.
Mathematical models
The rates of change of each metabolite's concentration over time can be calculated by linear combination of the stoichiometric matrix N describing the structure of the reaction system, i. e., its topology, with the vector of reaction velocities v that depends on the vector of reacting species S, the parameter vector p, and may also explicitly depend on time t:
For the resulting seven-dimensional differential equation system [see Additional file 2]. The databases KEGG [6, 7] and METACYC [8] do not indicate if the reaction network pictured in Figure 1 contains irreversible reactions besides the draining of both products as listed in Table 1 . One way to study the influence of the existence or non-existence of reverse reactions on the dynamics of the whole system is to derive alternative models and investigate their ability to approximate the data. The simpler irreversible reactions are favored if they are able to fit the data. The following paragraphs present the general equations for all rate laws, which are inserted for each v i and investigated in this study. For the resulting differential equation systems [see Additional
]. An implementation of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [70] solves the ordinary differential equation systems. The stochastic Langevin system is adapted to be integrated using the MATLAB™ integrator ode15s [71, 72] .
Generalized Mass Action Kinetics (GMAKr)
The simplest rate law is mass action kinetics, in which the effects of the participating enzymes are hidden in the rate constants. To include inhibition effects, we apply an inhibition function that fits the generalized mass action rate law [5, 73] :
The function F j (S, p) must be a positive function of the substrate concentrations S and the parameter vector p to introduce saturation or inhibition effects to the common mass action rate law written in brackets [5] . For convenience of notation, the matrices N ± are introduced, whose elements n ij ± express the absolute values of the positive or negative stoichiometric coefficients. Feedback inhibition loops are included using the following approaches:
[ ] S p = + ⋅ 
with K j I r0 . While Equation (4) is derived intuitively, driven by the assumption that the exponential function constitutes an important growth and shrinkage function in biology, Equation (3) can be derived from the competing reactions of the enzyme with its substrate or inhibitor. The first equation can be derived using the equilibrium constant for the inhibition reaction and the conservation law of the enzyme as well as the enzymeinhibitor complex concentrations. Applying Equation (2) combined with Equation (3) to reaction system R 1 through R 10 leads to an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) system with 24 parameters k ± j , K j I .
Irreversible GMAK with exp inhibition (GMAKi)
By setting all product concentrations apart from R 2 and R 9 to zero and applying Equation (4) to Equation (2) we obtain the irreversible version of this equation system with 18 parameters k ± j , K j I .
Michaelis-Menten equations (GMMr)
Three reactions of the system (R 3 , R 6 , and R 10 , Table 1 corresponding rate law is given by Equation (5), where S forms product P and the catalyst E is inhibited by I: .
In the case of R 3 there might be a reverse reaction. R 6 and R 10 are assumed to be irreversible because they describe the transport of Val and Leu out of the cell. We further assume that the constants v m in R 6 and R 10 are allowed to be zero so that there is no need to export Val or Leu if it is needed for biomass formation. All other reactions are modeled using the GMAKr approach including Equation ( 
with h A and h I being functions for activation or inhibition, respectively, the turnover rates k j ± cat and the matrices W ± containing positive entries for the connectivity of the modulating metabolites as well as K ji M being a constant analogous to the Michaelis constant K M [16] . 
has been suggested and herein applied. Besides the reciprocal constant this approach equals Equation (3).
for all j assuming that all enzyme concentrations remain constant during the 25 s. No enzyme concentrations have been measured, so that an optimizer cannot distinguish between the product of two parameters or one parameter. The three reactions that follow the Michaelis-Menten mechanism are modeled using Equation (5) . The reactions R 6 and R 10 are considered irreversible as described before. Applying Equation (6) to all remaining reactions in the system R 1 through R 10 yields an equation system with 59 parameters. The stoichiometric matrix has full column rank. Hence, the parameters k j ± cat can be estimated directly without violating thermodynamic constraints [16] .
Irreversible Convenience Kinetics (CKMMi)
By setting all product concentrations apart from R 2 and R 9 to zero, we obtain an irreversible version of this model containing 41 parameters.
Stochastic modeling based on the Langevin equation (LANG)
The concentration variables S i are replaced by the random variables X i (t) ≡ number of S i molecules in the system at time t, i = 1,...,N in an enclosing reaction volume V, where the N species interact through M reaction channels R j , j = 1,...,M. Each reaction is characterized by a stochastic rate constant c j depending only on the physical properties of the reacting molecules [11] . In the case of large systems with high metabolite concentration these simulation strategies are highly computationally intensive and therefore unsuited for large-scale parameter optimization. However, for macroscopic systems it is possible to directly approximate the time evolution of the stochastic state variables by the chemical Langevin equation [10, 11] , which reads
when rewritten using the Wiener process [74] for easier numerical treatment. Here n ij represents the stoichiometric coefficient of the i th metabolite in the j th reaction. The propensity a j is defined as: a j dt = c j h j dt ≡ probability that an R j reaction will occur in V in (t, t + dt), given that the system is in state (X 1 ,...,X N ) at time t. The function h j gives the number of distinct R j molecular reactant combinations available in the state (X 1 ,...,X N ), j = 1,..., M. The discrete variables (X 1 ,...,X N ) are replaced by the continuous molecule concentrations (x 1 ,...,x N ). In order to numerically integrate the Langevin equation with standard ODE solvers, the equation is split into a stochastic and a deterministic term. The deterministic term and the deterministic part of the stochastic term are treated like ODEs, as suggested by Bentele et al. [75] :
The latter term is then multiplied by a normal random variable n i =  in analogy to the finite Wiener increments used in the Euler-Maruyama method [74] . After each time-step, both terms are added to give the full state-variable change:
allowing adaptive step-size control of the ODE solver. The reaction propensities are calculated according to Gillespie [11] . This leads to an equation system with 24 parameters.
Representing external metabolites with splines
As suggested by Magnus et al. [52] , metabolites whose concentrations cannot be explained in terms of the model are considered external, i. e., they are an input to the model but involved in numerous other reactions that are not reflected by this system (Figure 1 ). We approximate these using cubic splines which smooth the measurements. To weight all measurements equally, all ω i are set to 1. Due to the different ranges of the concentrations of the six metabolites, it is not possible to find one appropriate degree of smoothness l that leads to equally smooth curves. Hence, we transform all concentrations into the range [0, 1], set l = 1, compute the spline coefficients and re-transform them back into the original range of the specific metabolite. For details and a figure showing the resulting splines [see Additional file 2].
Fitness function and search-space restrictions
Since many distance measurements have been defined, the choice of the most appropriate one is an important step for the parameter estimation process. Due to the differences in the concentrations of certain metabolites the Euclidian distance between the model values and the measurements is not applicable: metabolites in higher concentration would dominate in fitness over those in lower concentration. Minimizing the relative squared error (RSE, see Equation (12)) overcomes this limitation. The outer sum runs over all dimensions ofx describing the model output at each sample time τ t . T is the number of measurements taken and X = (x ti ) is the given data matrix. This fitness function was used in several publications for similar problems [33, 47, 48] .
To restrict the search space for the optimizers, we limit parameter values to the range [0, 2000], covering 98.748% of all known kinetic parameters in BRENDA [24] [25] [26] , as suggested in [47, 48] . All known parameters in BRENDA are greater than or equal to zero. To avoid division by zero in some parameters, the range is set to [ε, 2000] with ε = 10 -8 . For parameters transformed in Michaelis-Menten equations (as described above), the range is limited to [0, 10 8 ], resulting in a search space from 10 -8 through ∞. Only 0.962% of all K I and 0.004% of all K M values in BRENDA are reported to be lower than 10 -8 . This ε is chosen to guarantee numerical stability. These restrictions are applied to all parameters. In cases where no division by the parameter value is necessary, ε = 0 is allowed to be a lower bound of the parameter range.
All parameters are initialized with low values to avoid obtaining unstable initial populations and it is assumed that large parameter values are rather infrequent in nature [47, 48] . A Gaussian distribution with μ = s = 1 guarantees low initial values and ensures stable initial populations. Each parameter is set to the boundary values if it breaks any of the search-space restrictions. We limit the initialization procedure for all models to a low value initialization to ensure equal conditions in all comparisons.
Systematically improving the performance of the optimization procedures Standard settings for the optimization algorithms For a comprehensive introduction to all optimization algorithms used in this study [see Additional file 1], in which we also explain the specific settings and operators for each method in detail.
Using the open-source framework EVA2 for natureinspired optimization procedures [37, 38] , we test the following standard settings of the algorithms (Table 2) on the inference problem, of which the following are evolutionary optimization procedures:
• Binary Genetic Algorithm (binGA) with one-point mutation, p m = 0.1, and one-point crossover, p c = 0.7.
• Real-valued Genetic Algorithm (realGA) with global mutation, p m = 0.1, and UNDX crossover, p c = 0.8. Both GAs use tournament selection with a group size of 8 in a population of 250 individuals.
• Standard Evolution Strategy (stdES) as (5,25)-ES with global mutation, p m = 0.8, and discrete one-point crossover, p c = 0.2.
• Evolution Strategy with covariance matrix adaption with and without elitism, i. e., "plus" strategy, (cmaES/ cmaESplus) with μ = 5 and l = 25, p m = 1.0, and no crossover. All ESs use deterministic best-first selection to choose the next generation.
• Differential Evolution (DE) with the scheme DE/ current-to-best/1 [42] setting l = F = 0.8, CR = 0.5 and a population size of 100.
Two optimization strategies are swarm intelligence optimization procedures:
• Constricted Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [45, 76] : setting j 1 = 2.05, j 2 = 2.05, c = 0.73 using star topology and a population size of 100 as well as its derivative
• Tribes [46] We also study the following classical non-evolutionary methods:
• Monte Carlo Optimization (MCO) with 50 multi-runs • (Multi-start) Hill Climber (HC), the number of starts varying from 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 to 250 using Gaussian mutation with a fixed standard deviation of s = 0.2 and a mutation probability p m = 1.0.
• Simulated Annealing (SA) with a = 0.1 and an initial temperature of T = 5 using a linear annealing schedule and a population size of 250.
For all algorithms with population sizes lower than 250 individuals, a pre-population with 250 parameter vectors is generated and the best are selected to create the initial population. This step is crucial to obtain comparable results for algorithms with different population sizes [33] . Every setting described in this and all following paragraphs is repeated 20 times with 100,000 fitness evaluations per run on the deterministic models. The results of this preliminary trial are shown in Table 3 and Figure 3 . The methods found to be successful in these analyses are utilized to optimize the Langevin model as well.
Alternative settings for the best optimization algorithms
We first study the influence of various mutation and crossover operators on the three deterministic reversible models for binGA and ES. In a grid search, all combinations of the following operators are evaluated, and we exclude the combinations of no crossover with no mutation. For binGA, no mutation, one-point, and adaptive mutation, an operator which modifies individual mutation probabilities similar to ES step-size adaptation, is tested, paired with one-and n-point (n = 3), uniform, and bit-simulated crossover, each with p m = 0.1, p c = 0.7. On ES we use the mutation operators covariance matrix adaptation (CMA), the 1/5 th success rule as well as correlated, global, local, and no mutation paired with the crossover operators one-and n-point (n = 3), UNDX, and no crossover, each with p m = 0.8, p c = 0.2. To study the influence of the mutation or the crossover operator alone, the values for p m and p c are set to zero or one, depending on which influence is investigated. The population size for binGA is set to 100 and for ES (5, 25) (Figure 4 ). For the most successful operator combination (adaptive mutation with bit-simulated crossover) on the GMAKr model, we study the influence of the probabilities p m and p c , with which the respective operator is invoked by binGA. All pairs of pm and pc are evaluated from 0.0 through 1.0 in 0.1 steps and a population size of 100, excluding p m = p c = 0.0 ( Figure 5(a) ). Subsequently, the population sizes 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, and 2,000 are tested for binGA with p m = 0.2 and p c = 1.0 ( Figure 5(b) ). For the cmaESplus, we evaluate all combinations of μ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75}, and l {10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150}, excluding cases where μ > l and keeping p m at 1.0, and p c at 0.0 ( Figure 6 ).
For the DE approach, another grid search is performed on the three reversible deterministic models, altogether testing values for F, l {0.5, 0.8}, and CR {0.3, 0.5, 0.9} (Figure 7 ). For the most promising parameter set (F = 0.8, l = 0.5, and CR = 0.3 for GMAKr and GMMr, and CR = 0.9 for the CKMMr), the population size is additionally varied over {50, 250, 500, 1000} for each model (Figure 8 ).
The PSO with star topology and standard settings for j 1 = j 2 = 2.05 is compared with a star topology and settings j 1 = 2.8, j 2 = 1.3, as suggested in [77] as well as a linear 3 and grid 3 topology with standard parameters on all three reversible deterministic models (Figure 9 ). The population size is set to 25. Additional population sizes, namely {50, 250, 500}, are evaluated using a grid 3 topology and standard values for j 1 and j 2 on these models ( Figure 10 ).
Parameter-space analysis
The completion of the large-scale parameter optimization study in the first part yields a large set of different optimal parameters. We select all parameter sets with a fitness less than 25 for each reversible deterministic model (GMAKr, GMMr, and CKMMr).
Cluster analysis
To cluster these best parameter sets ( Figure 12 ), we apply the agglomerative nesting algorithm (AGNES) [ [78] , pp. 199-251], using a Euclidean metric, which is implemented in the cluster package [79] of the R-project [80] .
Variance analysis to visualize the scattering of each parameter The variances of each parameter among the best optimization results of the three reversible deterministic models are calculated and plotted on a logarithmic scale due to the large differences in their orders of magnitude ( Figure 13 ).
Multiple correlation analysis
Multiple correlation r Y ,(X 1 ,...,X p ), measures the dependency of one model parameter Y on p other parameters X 1 ,...,X p of the model. Here, r Y ,(X 1 ,...,X p ) is defined as the largest simple correlation among the correlations of Y and all linear combinations of the X i , that is a X i i i p = ∑ 1 , with arbitrary weights a i . A large value of r Y ,(X 1 ,...,X p ) indicates a strong dependence of Y on other model parameters and suggests that Y is not a genuine degree of freedom of the model. In order to calculate the multiple correlation of Y and X 1 ,...,X p within a sample of size n different runs for each parameter, all simple correlations r Y , X i must be determined using the Pearson correlation coefficient r Y , X i [81] : 
